
Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitly thecoordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}
Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}
Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is the aliasfor the title block. Each subsequent block is automat-ically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e., belowthe previous block aliased box. You can also use anexplicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that (0,0) isthe center of the poster). The second parameter isthe title of the block. Finally, the last parameter isthe actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and then thefollowing macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies the shift ofthe title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$).The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the third parameter is the scalingratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used to spec-ify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitly thecoordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
Theorem

Statement \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{Node Con-tent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
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Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

For	  me,	  template	  defines	  the	  complete	  look	  of	  a	  
poster,	  the	  background,	  the	  7tle,	  the	  way	  nodes	  are	  
drawn.	  
	  
In	  general,	  I	  think	  that	  the	  average	  user	  does	  not	  
have	  to	  bother	  himself	  with	  adjus7ng	  the	  
templates.	  So	  the	  predefined	  templates	  should	  be	  
ready	  to	  be	  used	  and	  look	  nice	  from	  the	  design	  
point	  of	  view	  (like	  templates	  in	  Powerpoint).	  
	  
But	  we	  could	  also	  have	  a	  template	  based	  on	  what	  
you	  have	  already	  in	  your	  7kzposter,	  so	  that	  the	  user	  
can	  set	  up	  everything	  himself,	  things	  like:	  rounded,	  
shadow,	  draw	  his	  own	  nodes,	  background,	  etc.	  

1.	  Template	  
	  



Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitly thecoordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}
Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},

Personalizing the Poster
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

The	  7tle	  block	  

2.	  Nodes	  (blocks)	  

Calloutnode	  

Plainnode	  

Blocknode	  

Innerblock	  

Titleblock	  and	  	  blocknode	  can	  be	  placed	  automa7cally	  (i.e.,	  
coordinate	  is	  op7onal),	  calloutnode	  and	  plainnode	  require	  
explicit	  coordinates	  and	  can	  be	  rotated.	  These	  four	  nodes	  are	  
on	  the	  level	  of	  TikZ	  with	  slightly	  different	  sets	  of	  parameters.	  	  
	  
I	  think	  it	  is	  IMPORTANT	  that	  each	  node	  can	  have	  arbitrary	  
posi+on	  and	  width,	  just	  the	  same	  way	  as	  if	  I	  had	  a	  graphical	  
interface	  to	  do	  so	  (like	  Powerpoint).	  Moreover,	  aSer	  a	  node	  is	  
drawn,	  it	  might	  be	  useful	  to	  have	  the	  alias	  of	  that	  node	  (e.g.,	  
to	  rela7vely	  place	  a	  callout	  node).	  In	  general,	  with	  these	  
nodes	  one	  should	  have	  the	  full	  power	  of	  TikZ,	  in	  my	  opinion.	  	  
	  
Innerblock	  behaves	  like	  a	  normal	  latex	  environment.	  Should	  
be	  similar	  to	  Theorem	  or	  Block	  in	  Beamer.	  
	  	  



Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent block isautomatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e.,below the previous block aliased box. You can alsouse an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that(0,0) is the center of the poster). The second pa-rameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitly thecoordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}
Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

The	  7tle	  block	  

2.	  Nodes’	  color	  schemes	  

Calloutnode	  

Plainnode	  

Blocknode	  

Innerblock	  

Each	  of	  these	  nodes	  have	  4	  color	  parameters:	  
	  
textcolor	  	  -‐-‐	  the	  color	  of	  the	  main	  text	  
fillcolor	  –	  the	  color	  of	  the	  background	  of	  the	  main	  text	  
3tletextcolor	  –	  the	  color	  of	  the	  7tle	  text	  
3tlefillcolor	  –	  the	  color	  of	  the	  7tle	  background/the	  color	  of	  
the	  frame	  



Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}
Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

The	  7tle	  block	  

2.	  Nodes’	  templates	  (themes)	  

Calloutnode	  

Plainnode	  

Blocknode	  

Innerblock	  

I	  have	  	  
-‐	  5	  different	  blocknode	  templates,	  
-‐	  4	  different	  plainnode/calloutnode	  templates,	  	  
-‐	  2	  different	  innerblock	  templates.	  
	  
Note	  that	  for	  some	  of	  the	  node	  templates	  you	  should	  NOT	  
be	  able	  to	  change	  roundedness,	  shadows,	  etc.	  
	  
The	  code	  for	  some	  of	  the	  nodes	  is	  a	  bit	  dirty	  (I	  was	  using	  
some	  tricks	  to	  draw,	  e.g.,	  the	  plainnodes/calloutnodes	  on	  
this	  slide)	  
	  



3.	  Colors	  

In	  my	  implementa7on	  I	  have	  THREE	  basic	  colors,	  called	  very	  simply	  :-‐)	  	  
colorone	  (default	  blue),	  colortwo	  (default	  gray)	  and	  colorthree	  (default	  
orange).	  We	  could	  call	  them	  similarly	  to	  beamer,	  they	  have	  structure,	  etc.	  	  
	  
In	  my	  opinion	  there	  should	  not	  be	  more	  than	  3	  basic	  colors	  (bear	  in	  mind	  
white	  and	  black).	  This	  number	  of	  colors	  should	  be	  enough	  for	  a	  good	  design.	  
	  
All	  other	  colors	  (like	  7tlefillcolor	  of	  nodes,	  the	  colors	  of	  the	  background,	  etc.)	  
are	  defined	  from	  the	  basic	  three	  colors.	  So	  by	  changing	  these	  three	  colors,	  the	  
user	  can	  quickly	  change	  the	  colors	  of	  the	  whole	  poster.	  	  
	  
Then	  the	  individual	  colors	  can	  be	  adjusted	  in	  arbitrary	  ways.	  



Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},

Personalizing the Poster

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

4.	  Background	  

In	  my	  implementa7on	  the	  header	  (or	  
footer)	  drawing	  is	  a	  part	  of	  the	  background	  

Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},

Personalizing the Poster
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is the aliasfor the title block. Each subsequent block is automat-ically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)], i.e., belowthe previous block aliased box. You can also use anexplicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (note that (0,0) isthe center of the poster). The second parameter isthe title of the block. Finally, the last parameter isthe actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and then thefollowing macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies the shift ofthe title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$).The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the third parameter is the scalingratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used to spec-ify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitly thecoordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
Theorem

Statement \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{Node Con-tent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.



Scientific Poster with TikZ version 2.0

Elena BotoevaKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Start with the following document:\documentclass{a0poster}\usepackage{tikzposter} % here most of the things are defined
% change parameters only after this line
\usepackage[margin=\margin cm, paperwidth=84.1cm, paperheight=118.9cm]{ geometry}
\title{Title}\author{Author\\Institution\\\texttt{email}}\begin{document}\AddToShipoutPicture{\BackgroundPicture}
\noindent\begin{tikzpicture}\initializesizeandshifts
\titleblock{50}{1}\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}\startsecondcolumn\blocknode{Block Title 2}{Block Content 2}\end{tikzpicture}\end{document}

Starting

Macro for creating a block node:\blocknode{Block Title}{Block Content}Macro \blocknode has three parameters. The firstone is optional and it is the position of the block.The first block will be automatically placed to($(firstrow)-(xshift)-(yshift)$), which is the left cor-ner below the title block. In most of the templates,(firstrow) is set to (title.south), where title is thealias for the title block. Each subsequent blockis automatically placed to [($(box.south)-(yshift)$)],i.e., below the previous block aliased box. You canalso use an explicit parameter, e.g., (−10� 30) (notethat (0,0) is the center of the poster). The secondparameter is the title of the block. Finally, the lastparameter is the actual content.

To make title, use the standard commands \title and \author in the preamble, and thenthe following macro:\titleblock{50}{1.5}Macro \titleblock has three parameters. The first one is optional and it specifies theshift of the title block w.r.t. its default position, which is set to ($0.5*(0,\paperheight)-(0,\margin)$). The second parameter is the width of the title block, and the thirdparameter is the scaling ratio (to make the title bigger or smaller).
The syntax for specifying authors is similar to the one in aaai.sty. Author information can be set in variousstyles: For several authors from the same institution:\author{Author 1 \and ... \and Author n \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}If the names do not fit well on one line use\author{Author 1 \\ {\bf Author 2} \\ ... \\ {\bf Author n} \\Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}For authors from different institutions:\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line\And ... \AndAuthor n \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}To start a separate “row” of authors use \AND, as in\author{Author 1 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \ANDAuthor 2 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line \AndAuthor 3 \\ Address line \\ ... \\ Address line}(though, I must say \and ... \and did not work for me with more than 2 authors, so just use commas whereyou need if it does not work for you either).

Making Title

You can also create blocks of arbitrary width\blocknodew[coordinate]{Block width}{Block Title}{Block Content}In this case it is better to specify coordinate manually if you want tohave blocks aligned vertically.
Note that (xshift) and (yshift) are coordinates created in macro \initial-izesizeandshifts, and they allow to have relative positioning of blocknodes in an automatic fashion. If you want to define your own shifts,set new values for (xshift) and (yshift) using commands \setxshift and\setyshift.
Also, it might be useful to know the y-coordinate of the south border ofthe previous block. You can retrieve it by using the command\getcurrentrow{box} or \getcurrentrow{note}This coordinate will be stored in (currentrow), which can be used tospecify the location of the next block node.

Variable Width Block Nodes

To start the second column or the third column use commands\startsecondcolumn, and \startthirdcolumn.If the number of columns is 2, then the last command will not have effect.
You can also start a new column with an arbitrary x-coordinate by specifying explicitlythe coordinate of the new block node as follows:\blocknode[($(firstrow)-(yshift)+(x,0)$)]{Block Title}{Block Content}

Block Nodes in the Second Column

There are three types of colored boxes/blocks that you can use inside block nodes tohighlight information.
StatementTheorem \innerblock{Theorem}{Statement}
Text \innerblockplain[colorone!80!]{Text}
Text \coloredbox{colorthree!50!}{Text}

Colored Boxes Inside Block Nodes

There are also callout nodes that allow for a more interesting layout ofthe poster.\calloutnode[rotate angle]{from coordinate}{coordinate}{NodeWidth}{Node Content}The alias for such nodes is note.

Plain nodes These nodes are similar to callout nodes. They allow forspecifying the title of the node.\plainnode[rotate angle]{coordinate}{Node Width}{Node Title}{NodeContent}

It is possible to adjust the layout of the poster. To impose your own setting, you can usethese macros:
• Macros for changing sizes\setmargin{4}, \setheaddrawingheight{14}, \setinstituteshift{10},\setblockspacing{2}, \setblocktitleheight{3}
• Other structural macros\setcolumnnumber{3}, \usetemplate{5},\usecolortemplate{4}, \usebackgroundtemplate{5}, \usetitletemplate{2},\useblocknodetemplate{5}, \useinnernodetemplate{3}, \useplainnodetemplate{4}
• Macro for adding logos to the title block\addlogo[south west]{(0,0)}{6cm}{filename}
• Macros for the basic colors\setfirstcolor{green!70!}, \setsecondcolor{gray!80!}, \setthirdcolor{red!80!black}
• Macros for specific colors:\setbackgrounddarkcolor{colorone!70!black}, \setbackgroundlightcolor{colorone!70!},\settitletextcolor{textcolor}, \settitlefillcolor{white}, \settitledrawcolor{colortwo},\setblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setblockfillcolor{white},\setblocktitletextcolor{colorone}, \setblocktitlefillcolor{colortwo},\setplainblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblockfillcolor{colorthree!40},\setplainblocktitletextcolor{textcolor}, \setplainblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree!60},\setinnerblocktextcolor{textcolor}, \setinnerblockfillcolor{white},\setinnerblocktitletextcolor{white}, \setinnerblocktitlefillcolor{colorthree},
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It is a template for scientific posters based on a0poster and TikZ only. The current
version contains five different templates (see my posters here and here). The sources
of this pdf file can be found here.

5.	  Structure	  

In	  my	  implementa7on	  I	  have	  the	  
following	  `structural’	  parameters	  
	  
1)  Margin	  

2)  Blockspacing	  

3)  Headdrawingheight	  

The	  default	  posi7ons	  of	  nodes	  
and	  their	  widths	  are	  calculated	  
automa7cally	  taking	  into	  account	  
these	  parameters.	  



Examples	  of	  my	  posters	  

Description Logic Knowledge Base ExchangeElena Botoeva supervised by Diego CalvaneseKRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Knowledge Base Exchange is a special case of Data Exchange with incomplete information.Data Exchange Knowledge Base Exchange
Σ1Σ1

source signature
Σ2Σ2target signature

mapping �

I1
source instance I1

I2
target instance I2

best solution

Σ1Σ1
source signature

Σ2Σ2target signature

mapping �

source KB �1

�1
A1

B1 C1

D1

�1
target KB �2

�2
A2

B2 C2

�2

good solution

Each database instance is complete,i.e., every fact is either true or false,therefore, represents exactly one pos-sible instance (itself ).
A Description Logic (DL) Knowledge Base consists of
• incomplete data given as an ABox and
• structural rules for completing data given as a TBox,therefore, is a compact representation of (possibly in-finitely) many actual instances.

Let � = { ∀�� ��(AuthorOf(�� �) →

∃��BookInfo(�� �� �)) }�

I1 = { AuthorOf(nabokov� lolita)�AuthorOf(tolkien� lotr) }�Then I2 = { BookInfo(lolita� nabokov� �1)�BookInfo(lotr� tolkien� �2) }is a universal solution.

Data Exchange Example
Let � = { ∃AuthorOf− � ∃BookGenre� AuthorOf− � WrittenBy�TaxNumber � SSN }�

�1 = { ∃AuthorOf � Author� Author � ∃TaxNumber }�

�1 = { AuthorOf(nabokov� lolita)� AuthorOf(tolkien� lotr) }�Then �2 = { WrittenBy(lolita� nabokov)� WrittenBy(lotr� tolkien)�SSN(nabokov� �1)� SSN(tolkien� �2)�BookGenre(lolita� �3)� BookGenre(lotr� �4) }is a universal solution.

Knowledge Base Exchange Example

We consider exchange of Description Logic KBs: each KB is constituted by a TBox and an ABox, and mapping isa set of DL inclusions from the source signature to the target signature. We start with lightweight DLs DL-Lite

�and DL-Lite

RDFS

.

Data Exchange vs. Knowledge Base Exchange

Universal UCQ-Solutions are the preferred solutions in our setting.
Example Universal Solutions Universal UCQ-Solutions

• simplest example
� = { A1 � A2�

B1 � B2 }�

�1 = { B1 � A1 }�

�1 = { B1(�) }�

• universal solutions cannot have anon-empty TBox
Since axiom B2 � A2 is not satisfied by
�1 = {B2(�)� B2(�)� A2(�)}, a Σ2-model of
��1 ∪ �� �1�.

• universal UCQ-solutions can have anon-empty TBox
�2 = ��2� �2� with �2 = { B2 � A2 }�

�2 = { B2(�) }�

is
a univ. UCQ-solution for �1 under �.

• infinite R2-chain
� = { R1 � R2 }�

�1 = { A1 � ∃R1�
∃R

−1 � ∃R1 }�

�1 = { A1 (�) }�

• a universal solution does not exist
Since chase

�1∪��Σ2(�1) is the followingchain
� �1 �2 · · ·

R2 R2 R2
and there exists no ABox homomorphi-cally equivalent to this chain.

• a universal UCQ-solution exists
�2 = ��2� �2� with �2 = {∃R

−2 � ∃R2}�

�2 = {R2(�� �1)}�is a univ. UCQ-solution for �1 under �.

• full binary tree(exponential)
� = { S

�

�

� T

�

�

A � A

�

}�

�1 = { A � ∃S

�0 �

∃S

�

�−1−

� ∃S

�

�

}�

�1 = { A1 (�) }�

• universal solutions are exponentialin the size of �1 and �

Since chase

�1∪��Σ2(�1) is the full binarytree
�

�1

�2

�11
�12
�21
�22

A

�

T

01
T

11

T

02
T

12
T

02
T

12and the smallest universal solution.

• universal UCQ-solutions are ofpolynomial size
�2 = ��2� �2� with �2 = { A

�

� ∃T

�0 �

∃T

�

�−1−

� ∃T

�

�

}�

�2 = {A

�(�)}�

is
a univ. UCQ-solution for �1 under �.

Universal Solutions vs. Universal UCQ-Solutions

Problems that remain open
• the exact computational complexity of computing (universal) solutions,
• computing a universal solution in presence of disjointness assertions in the mapping,
• computing a universal UCQ-solution,
• computing the minimal mapping �

∗ for a weakly representable �1, such that �1 is representable under �

∗.
Plans for future work:
• implement the representability algorithm,
• implement a simple prototype for KB exchange,
• study KB exchange for more expressive/other languages, such as DL-Lite

�

with ∃R .A, DL-Lite

horn

, and ��,
• study composition and inversion of mappings.

Open Problems and Future Work

The basic reasoning problem is to compute a universal solution.
• �2 is said to be a universal solution for �1 under a mapping � ifM��(�2) = S��

�

(M��(�1))
• �2 = �∅� �2� is a universal solution for �1 = ��1� �1� under � iff

�2 ↔ chase

�1∪��Σ2(�1)
�1

�2
R2R2

�1

�2
�1 �2 �3 · · ·· · ·

R2 R2 R2 R2
R2R2

�1 �1
R2

�1 �1 �2 �3 · · ·· · ·

R2 R2 R2 R2

�1 �1
R2

�1 �1 �2 �3 · · ·· · ·

R2 R2

�2 chase

�1∪��Σ2 (�1)homomorphically equivalent

• Deciding existence of a universal solution in the case of DL-Lite

�

is
→ PS����-hard (reduction from satisfiability of QBF) and
→ in E��T��� (using two-way alternating automatas).

We are also interested in query-solutions for a class of queries �.
• �2 is said to be a universal �-solution for �1 under �, if

∀� ∈ � over Σ2, cert(�� ��1 ∪ �� �1�) = cert(�� �2)
• �2 = ��2� �2� is a univ. UCQ-solution for �1 = ��1� �1� under � iff

chase

�2(�2) ↔ chase

�1∪��Σ2(�1)
• The same complexity results hold for universal UCQ-solutions.

(Computing) KB Solutions

We want to maximize implicit knowledge in the target.
Σ1Σ1

source signature
Σ2Σ2target signature

mapping �

�1

source TBox

A1

B1 C1

D1 �2

target TBox

A2

B2 C2
representation

�1foreach chase

��Σ2 (�1)�

�1 is representable under � if there exists �2 s.t. for each ABox �1,

��2� chase

��Σ2(�1)� is a universal UCQ-solution for ��1� �1� under �,

and �2 is called representation of �1 under �.

Let � = { A1 � A2� B1 � B2 } and �1 = { B1 � A1 }. Then �1 is representable under
� and �2 = { B2 � A2 } is a representation of �1 under �.

is decidable in PT���.The representability problem for DL-Lite
�

TBoxes
If �1 is representable under �, then we have an algorithm to construct
universal UCQ-solutions of polynomial size. Otherwise, a more relaxed notionof representability can be used.

�1 is weakly representable under � if there exists �

∗

, such that

� ⊆ �

∗

, � ∪ �1 |= �

∗

and �1 is representable under �

∗.
Let � = { A1 � A2 } and �1 = { B1 � A1 }. Then �1 is weakly representable under
�: consider �

∗ = { A1 � A2� B1 � A2 } and �2 = {}.

is decidable in PT���.The weak representability problem for DL-Lite
�

TBoxes

Representability Problem

Publications[1] M. Arenas, E. Botoeva, and D. Calvanese. Knowledge base exchange. In
Proc. of DL 2011, volume 745 of CEUR, ceur-ws.org, 2011.[2] M. Arenas, E. Botoeva, D. Calvanese, V. Ryzhikov, and E. Sherkhonov. Ex-changing description logic knowledge bases. In Proc. of KR 2012, 2012.[3] M. Arenas, E. Botoeva, D. Calvanese, V. Ryzhikov, and E. Sherkhonov. Rep-resentability in dl-liter knowledge base exchange. In Proc. of the 25th Int.

Workshop on Description Logics (DL 2012), 2012.

Exchanging Description Logic Knowledge BasesMarcelo Arenas Elena Botoeva, Diego Calvanese, and Vladislav Ryzhikov Evgeny Sherkhonov
Dept. of Computer Science, PUC Chile KRDB Research Centre, Free Univ. of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy ISLA, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands

marenas@ing.puc.cl lastname@inf.unibz.it e.sherkhonov@uva.nl

given a mapping � and a source knowledge base (KB) �
1

, compute a target

KB �
2

that is a solution for �
1

under �.

Σ

1

Σ

1

source signature

Σ

2

Σ

2

target signature

�

source KB �
1

�
1A

1

B
1

C
1

D
1

�
1

target KB �
2

�
2A

2

B
2

C
2

�
2

We consider exchange of Description Logic (DL) KBs: each KB is constituted by

a TBox and an ABox, and mapping is a set of DL inclusions.

Let � = (Σ

1

� Σ

2

� �
12

) be a mapping, �
1

and �
2

KBs over Σ

1

and Σ

2

.

• �
2

is a universal solution for �
1

under � if M��(�
2

) = S���(M��(�
1

)).

• �
2

is a universal �-solution if ∀� ∈ � over Σ

2

, cert(�� ��
1

∪ �
12

� �
1

�) = cert(�� �
2

) .

In this paper we study the problem of KB exchange for DL-Lite� and DL-LiteRDFS .

Our Framework: Knowledge Base Exchange

There are two types of possible solutions to the KB exchange problem: with the

empty TBox and with a non-empty TBox.

The universal solution has the empty TBox and it is the ABox �����
2

of

the form:

�����
2

:

Classic

Platform

Heeled

SummerDress

Sandals

Dress

Shoes

Clothing

Product fitsWithSandals fitsWith

• a universal solution (in DL-Lite�) does not always exist;

• if it exists, then its TBox is empty;

• some smallest universal solutions are exponential in the size of the input.

The universal solution has several drawbacks:

bla

An alternative to the universal solution could be the universal UCQ-solution

��
2

� �
2

� depicted below:

�
2

:

Product
Shoes

Sandals
Classic
Platform
Heeled

. . .

Clothing
Dress

SummerDress
WorkDress
EveningDress

. . .

fitsWithSandals

fitsWith
�

2

:

brown sand

Classic

wedge sand

Platform

heel sand

Heeled

turq gown

SummerDress

��
��

W
��

�S
��

��
��

In this solution, for each axiom in �
1

there is a corresponding axiom in �
2

.

Moreover, �
2

is the direct translation of �
1

and does not depend on �
1

.

• it is polynomial in the size of the mapping and the source KB.

• it is not distinguishable from the universal solution by means of UCQs.

The universal UCQ-solution has its merits:

Universal and UCQ-Solutions

Assume we bought shoe and clothes goods described in an ontology Goods. We

want to open an online shop selling the goods via a website that will use the

information in the ontology for rendering the pages. But first we want to change

the ontology vocabulary as it will be displayed to the user.

�
1

∪ � :

Item
FootWear

OpenShoes
Strappy
Plateau
HighHeel

. . .

Apparel
Gown

LightGown
FormalGown
CocktailGown
EveningGown

. . .

Product
Shoes
Sandals
Classic
Platform
Heeled

Clothing
Dress
SummerDress
WorkDress
EveningDress

hasMatchingOpenShoes

matches

fitsWithSandals

fitsWith
�

1

:

brown sand

Strappy

wedge sand

Plateau

heel sand

HighHeel

turq gown

LightGown

��
�M

��
��

��
�O

��
�S

��
��

An ontology over the new vocabulary can be obtained as a solution of the

KB exchange problem for � and ��
1

� �
1

�.

Why Knowledge Base Exchange

The website should provide the following functionality.

• browse different categories, e.g., to show all sandals, or sandals on platform;

• filter the listed products according to several criteria, such as color, brand;

• recommend items that fit the currently viewed product;

Such functionality can be implemented querying the target KB with UCQs:

Category
BProduct

BShoes
�Sandals

�Classic
�Platform
�Heeled

. . .

BClothing

Choose size�
Size

Choose color�
Color

Choose brand�
Brand

Sandals: (3 products found)

brown sand

Classic
eXX

wedge sand

Platform
eXX

heel sand

Heeled
eXX

Query:

�(�) ← Sandals(�)

Category
BProduct

BShoes
�Sandals

�Classic
�Platform
�Heeled

. . .

BClothing

37-38Size Reset

Choose color �
Color GeoxBrand Reset

Sandals: (1 product found)

heel sand

Heeled
eXX

Query:

�(�) ← Sandals(�)� hasSize(�� 37)�
hasBrand (�� geox)

∨ Sandals(�)� hasSize(�� 38)�
hasBrand (�� geox)

2Two

JIGLI

Chosen color:
turquoise

Choose your size:

XS S M L

Price e75ADD TO BAG You may also like:
brown sand

eXX

wedge sand

eXX

Query:

�(�) ← fitsWith(turq_gown� �)

⇒ Universal UCQ-solutions are the preferred solutions.

Why Universal UCQ-Solutions

To minimize the exchange of ABox information, we are interested in solutions that

contain as much implicit knowledge as possible:

given a mapping � and a source TBox �
1

, compute a target TBox �
2

, if exists,

such that for each ABox �
1

, ��
2

� chase��Σ
2

(�
1

)� is a universal UCQ-solution

for ��
1

� �
1

� under �.
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Σ

2
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1

B
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C
1

D
1

�
2

target TBox

A
2

B
2

C
2

�
1

for
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chase��Σ
2

(�
1

)

�

The problem of UCQ-representability for DL-LiteRDFS TBoxes can be solved in

polynomial time.

New Problem: Representability of a TBox

Description Logic Knowledge Base Exchange

Elena Botoeva supervised by Diego Calvanese

KRDB Research Centre, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
botoeva@inf.unibz.it

Data Exchange vs. Knowledge Base Exchange

Knowledge Base Exchange is a special case of Data Exchange with incomplete information.
Data Exchange Knowledge Base Exchange
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good solution

Each database instance is complete,
i.e., every fact is either true or
false, therefore, represents exactly

one possible instance (itself).

A Description Logic (DL) Knowledge Base consists of
• incomplete data given as an ABox and
• structural rules for completing data given as a TBox,
therefore, is a compact representation of (possibly infinitely)
many actual instances.

Let � = { ∀�� ��(AuthorOf(�� �) →

∃��BookInfo(�� �� �)) }�

I1 = { AuthorOf(nabokov� lolita)�
AuthorOf(tolkien� lotr) }�

Then I2 = { BookInfo(lolita� nabokov� �1)�
BookInfo(lotr� tolkien� �2) }

is a universal solution.

Data Exchange Example

Let �1 = { ∃AuthorOf � Author� � =
Author � ∃TaxNumber }�

�1 = { AuthorOf(nabokov� lolita)�
AuthorOf(tolkien� lotr) }�

{ AuthorOf− � WrittenBy�

TaxNumber � SSN�

∃AuthorOf− � ∃BookGenre }�

Then �2 = { WrittenBy(lolita� nabokov)� SSN(nabokov� �1)�
WrittenBy(lotr� tolkien)� SSN(tolkien� �2)�
BookGenre(lolita� �3)� BookGenre(lotr� �4) }

is a universal solution.

Knowledge Base Exchange Example

Mapping is a set of DL inclusions
from the source signature to the
target signature.
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labeled nulls. We distinguish
between simple ABoxes (without
nulls) and extended ABoxes (with
nulls)

Here, �1, �2, �3 and �4 are
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Computational Problems. Summary of Results

We study the computational complexity of two decision problems associated to
each kind of solution.
• The membership problems have as input a mapping �, and

source and target KBs �1 and �2 (or TBoxes �1 and �2),
• The non-emptiness problems have as input a mapping �, and

a source KB �1 (or TBox �1).

Below are results for DL-Lite

�

, a prominent member of the DL-Lite family.

Membership

Simple
ABoxes

Extended
ABoxes

Non-emptiness

Simple
ABoxes

Extended
ABoxes
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?-hard

in E��T���
?-hard Universal solutions in NP

?-hard
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answers to UCQs, independently of
the ABox (TBoxes)
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On	  Flexibility	  

While,	  I	  agree,	  it	  is	  very	  useful	  to	  have	  a	  structured	  poster	  with	  all	  the	  
func7onality	  concerning	  columns,	  automa7c	  coordinates,	  width	  and	  so	  on,	  	  
I	  believe	  that	  the	  user	  should	  have	  the	  possibility	  to	  have	  an	  unstructured	  poster,	  
for	  instance	  like	  this	  one	  


